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Thank you for your letter of 7 May requesting further information about the error in the 2011-
12 accounts for the STSS. You asked:

How did this error come to light?

What "checks and balances" have been put in place to ensure "that such mistakes do not
happen again" and will these checks apply across all pension schemes?

The Committee notes that the impact of this error has "translated into an underspend of
around £77 million". Was there any impact on public spending as a result?

In response to your first two questions I attach a letter dated 14 May from Trevor Llanwarne
CSE, the Government Actuary, addressed to the Chief Executive of the Scottish Public
Pensions Agency. This directly addresses your questions. In so doing it also emphasises
that the error was wholly due to a flawed Government Actuary Department (GAD) process
and that it would not have been reasonable to have expected the error to have been
identified by SPPA prior to the publication of the accounts.

Turning to your third question, the STSS pension scheme accounts are outwith the Scottish
Government's consolidated accounts. These acco.unts reflect the pension liability that is built
up over the working life of the scheme members concerned. Each year the cost of the
pensions earned by members during that period is calculated based on information provided
by GAD and accounted for as resource expenditure. The error made by GAD impacted on
the calculation of resource expenditure in 2012-13 and the budget was overstated.

However, the underspend in the financial year 2012-13 has not had an impact on Public
Spending. That budget could not have been allocated and spent elsewhere as the pension
scheme provision is classed as Annually Managed Expenditure (AME) and any excess of
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AME provision is not available to cover any other expenditure or to carry forward to the
following year.

I hope this additional information is helpful to the Committee. I am copying this response to
Kenneth Gibson MSP and to the Auditor General for Scotland.

JOHN SWINNEY
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From the Government Actuary Trevor Llanwarne     
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Direct line: +44 (0)20 7211 2620  F: +44 (0)20 7211 2640  E: trevor.llanwarne@gad.gov.uk 
 
 GAD seeks to achieve a high standard in all our work. Please go to our website for details of the standards we apply.  
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14 May 2013 

Dear Neville 

SCOTTISH TEACHERS’ SUPERANNUATION SCHEME (STSS) ACCOUNTS 2011/12 

I refer to the letter of 7 May 2013 from Iain Gray MSP, Convener of the Scottish Parliament 
Public Audit Committee, to John Swinney MSP, Cabinet Secretary for Finance, Employment 
and Sustainable Growth.  Mr Gray’s letter responded to Mr Swinney’s letter of 26 April 2013 
to Mr Gray, in which the Cabinet Secretary notified the Committee of the error in the above 
accounts, and explained the steps which the Scottish Government had put in place to rectify 
that error. 

In particular, Mr Swinney’s letter explained that, as Chief Executive of the Scottish Public 
Pensions Agency (SPPA), the accountable office for the scheme, you had required the 
Government Actuary’s Department (GAD), which had provided incorrect scheme liability 
figures for accounting purposes: 

‘to initiate a thorough review of its processes for providing such professional advice in 
future and put in place the necessary checks and balances to ensure that such a 
mistake does not happen again.  The Chief Executive has received firm assurances 
that such actions had been initiated and that the cause of the error had been 
identified.’ 

In his letter of 7 May, Mr Gray sought information on a number of further points.  The 
purpose of this letter is to provide my response on two of those points, as set out below.  I 
am of course happy for this letter to be provided to the Committee. 
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Overview 

For convenience, I repeat below what I said in my letter to you of 9 May on the same matter: 

‘First, the error was in no way the fault of Scottish Government.  It was wholly due to a 
process flaw made by ‘GAD centre’ for a situation that had not previously arisen and which 
has not arisen since.  This resulted in errors made in the checking process by our team in 
Edinburgh in the summer of 2012. 

Second, based on our detailed investigations, we have made a number of changes over 
recent months, which gives me total confidence in the quality of our work, and will enable me 
to give a full assurance regarding our future work for Scottish Government.  This includes a 
process change (using ‘GAD centre’ more) which stops us getting into the STSS situation. 

Third, this was a one-off.  Our process last summer was followed only for this one job. 

I am personally totally committed to giving an absolute quality service to Scottish 
Government (as I am for all our clients) in all we do.  So I was very upset when I heard of this 
error and offer my full personal apology.  Our culture is that if a mistake is made, we adopt 
transparency and inform our client immediately.  This happened here.  I will not allow any 
cover-ups and I will support our staff if they have followed our proper process.  It is a tribute 
to the quality of our staff that we can adopt this policy because in the first place it requires 
confidence in the quality of our work, which I have.  As and when a very rare event such as 
this arises (no organisation is perfect and always free from error), this early disclosure 
enables us to address the issue quickly for the good of the future, working with our clients.’ 

The detailed answers to the Committee’s questions now follow. 

1. How did this error come to light? 

GAD itself identified the error in January 2013 when preparing preliminary estimates for the 
STSS 2012/13 resource accounts, and undertaking associated work in advance of the 
calculation later this month of the final 2012/13 accounting figures.  SPPA was of course 
informed immediately we recognised our error.  The necessary accounting figures were then 
recalculated – which took a little time – and thoroughly checked.  I should also add that it is 
not reasonable to have expected SPPA to have identified the errors (which occurred in the 
detail of GAD’s actuarial calculations) prior to the publication of the accounts. 

2. What ‘checks and balances’ have been put in place to ensure ‘that such mistakes 
do not happen again’ and will these checks apply across all pension schemes? 

We have undertaken a full review of our approach to the resourcing and oversight of our 
small Edinburgh office team, which undertook the incorrect calculations last summer.  We 
recognise that the approach followed lacked a process checklist of the nature necessary for 
a team working away from GAD’s main office, and lacking the benefit of discussion/challenge 
that exists in a much bigger entity. 
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Having regard to Scottish Government’s requirements for actuarial support over the period to 
the independence referendum in September 2014, we have concluded that it would not be 
appropriate, for the foreseeable future, to build up a team in the GAD Edinburgh office with 
the necessary critical mass to provide that support.  We have, therefore, decided that all 
material actuarial work will henceforth be undertaken in the respective GAD central teams 
which advise the corresponding England & Wales/Northern Ireland public service pension 
schemes.  The GAD Edinburgh office will continue to have a key role supporting SPPA on 
policy issues, not least the pension scheme reform negotiations currently underway.  
However, all necessary supporting calculations will be undertaken in GAD’s main office 
(‘GAD centre’), with either the Chief Actuary or the Deputy Chief Actuary of the relevant GAD 
central team taking responsibility for the advice to SPPA.  This will ensure that the necessary 
checking and scrutiny of our advice, in accordance with our established standards for 
actuarial quality1

I would of course be happy to provide any further information which the Committee may require. 

, is carried out by the respective GAD teams with the required detailed 
knowledge of the corresponding England & Wales/Northern Ireland schemes. 

Yours sincerely 

 

Trevor Llanwarne CB 
Government Actuary 

 

 

                                                
1 GAD seeks to achieve a high standard in all our work. Please go to our website for details of the standards we apply. 
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